ABSTRACT: Network technologies and media services provide ubiquitous conveniences for individuals and organizations to gather and process the images in multimedia networks Image compression is the major challenge in storage and bandwidth requirements. A good strategy of image compression gives a better solution for high compression rate without much reducing the quality of the image. In present paper we proposed a simple and effective Method by filtering the image as a preprocessing step and adaptive block size in Block truncation coding at the encoding stage. The results are appealing for finding optimal block size when compare to the JPEG2000 standard. 
I.INTRODUCTION
Image compression is a need for imaging techniques to ensure good quality of service. Image compression can improve the performance of the digital systems by reducing time and cost in image storage and transmission without significant reduction of the image quality. The challenge faced with digital images compression is though high compression rate of the images is desired, the usability of the reconstructed images depends on some important characteristics of the original images, Image compression reduces the data required to represent an image with close similarity to the original image by removal of redundant information.
Compression is encoding a pixel array into statistically uncorrelated dataset, for storage and transmission and can be decoded to reconstruct the original image in lossless compression or an approximation of image by lossy compression. Digital images are generally have three types of redundancies; 1) coding redundancy, 2) Inter pixel redundancy and 3) Psychovisual redundancy.
The compression algorithms exploit these redundancies to compress the image. The coding redundancy refers to the use of variable length code to match the statistics of the original image. Inter pixel redundancy also called spatial redundancy uses the fact that large regions where pixel values are the almost the same. Psychovisual redundancy is based on the human perception of the image information.
To get the good compression ratio recent works are proposed different methods like adaptive-regressive modeling interpolation method, Adaptive down sampling method, these methods are achieving the good compression ratio by down sampling the entire image it will reduce the image quality and it will create the blocking artifacts, Feng Wu's edge based Inpainting method, Weisi Li's Xin Li's edge-directed interpolation method and Loganathan, Kumaraswamy's An Improved Active Contour Medical Image Compression Technique with Lossless Region of Interest method,if we follow these methods for image compress we will get some complexity to get good compression ratios, if the image have more than one region of interests. Jiaji wu,Yan xing,Shi,Jiao's down sampling and overlapped transform method ,in this method to achieve higher compression ratio we will down sample in the smoothing region, in this method we may loss the information if our region of interest and image have high smoothing region and it will create ringing and blocking artifacts, In this paper we propose a new method to reduce the complexity and the information loss in region of interest of the image. In this proposed method we concentrate on the all three types of redundancies, coding redundancy will get by using the block truncation coding method, and in non-region of interest we will avoid the pixels which are not concentrated by the eye i.e. based on human perception of the image we will reduce the number of pixels in the non region of interest.
The below block diagram explains to achieve optimal point between the compression ratio and the PSNR for our required image. In this proposed method first step involves filtering the image pixels according to our requirement In the next step wavelet transform is applied to the filtered image, after transforming we will apply the scalar quantization procedure for the transformed data of the image, and then apply the block truncation coding method for the purpose of encoding the quantized data of the image. at receiver side receive the compression data and then reconstruct the original image.
II. PREPROCESSING
In pre-processing step avoid the redundancy pixels in non-region of interest, fixing the threshold may lose information in the region of interest, edges and other part of the image, so due to loss of information it may create blocking artifact.
To reduce that problems in this proposed step first we will find out the range of pixels values in the required image, based on that range we will avoid the remaining pixels, for example consider the 5x5 size image.
In this image our region interest is consider as the highlighted portion then first we allow the pixels in the region of interest without any loss of the information, then based on the human perception selecting the pixels randomly.
when we satisfying the filtered image is same as original image then we will find out the pixels range, based on that we will allow the pixels and the remaining pixels are reduced in this way we will achieve without any loss of the information in our region of interest, suppose in the above image we are satisfy at the range of 4 to 6 and 11 to 25, then we allow the pixels only that range and the remaining pixels are avoided, then the resultant image have the following pixels only.
As we explained above first we will allow the all pixels in the region of interest and then we will randomly select the pixels in the non-region of interest, in our method we will continue this random selection up to our If the pixels are allowed only this range we does not have any information loss at our region of interest and also number pixels are reduced, the above images almost looks same as the original images, but the number pixels are reduced.
This pre-processing method will be use full for both lossy and lossless image compression, further it will reduce the complexity in image compression involving images have multiple region of interests.
III. BLOCK TRUNCATION CODING (BTC) WITH ADAPTIVE BLOCK SIZE.
Block truncation coding (BTC) is a simple and fast compression technique which involves less computational complexity. It is one-bit adaptive moment-preserving quantizer that preserves certain statistical moments of small blocks of the Input image in the quantized output. The original algorithm of BTC preserves the standard mean and the standard deviation. The statistical overheads Mean and the Standard deviation are to be coded as part of the block. BTC has gained popularity due to its practical usefulness.
In BTC increasing the block size in compression ratio also increase, in this increasing the block size leads to loss of information. In this method the block size is varied to get better compression ratio without much reduction in the PSNR, further an image dependent block size is successfully obtained.
In this selection of optimal block size process our method use two parameters first one is difference between the maximum and minimum values. In this paper we use the difference between maximum and minimum values was 30.
Second parameter is based on multiplication factor how many number of blocks having the difference between the maximum and minimum values greater than the set value, in this paper we used the multiplication factor (n) was 0.1 i.e. 10% of blocks. The difference exceeding blocks are greater than the 10% blocks then our method does not increase the block size, otherwise our method increases the block size.
In the below flow chart diff = difference between the maximum and minimum values "k" denotes how many numbers of blocks have the difference between the maximum and minimum values greater than the set value n= multiplication factor, it used for our quality requirement.
[m1 n1]= size of the image. b= block size.
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IV.RESULTS
Our method evaluated on four images "statue", "pisa", "choppers", and "child, for this, we employ the compression ratio(CR) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The below table shows the results of standard JPEG 2000 for different block sizes.
. The below table shows the result of our proposed method in our proposed method we will use the pre-processing step and adaptive block size at the encoding stage Table. 2:-compression results by using proposed method O.B.S= optimal block size, CR= compression ratio, PSNR=peak signal to noise ratio Graphs are easy way to compare the results for any experiment, the below graphs are shows the comparison between the standard JPEG 2000 and our proposed method. Figure. 5:-compression ratio and PSNR comparison with different block sizes for the standard JPEG2000 and the proposed algorithm by using graphs.
In the above graphs inside bracket denotes the block size
